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The process ef historical reconstruction involves the search far 
similarities in faur areas: sound, farm, function, and meaning. Further, 
there can be faur degrees ef resemblance: identical, regular, irregular, or false. 
The mere fact that two words are farmaf!y similar will not do. Yet the 
principles ef semantic reconstruction in Austronesian have generaf!y been 
unstated or ignored. 

I will be discussing some ef the reconstructions and the inherent 
methodology ef Dempwo!ff and earlier work ef Dyen, and will touch upon 
Dyen's later refinements (with Aberle). Blust's exemplary work is also 
examined. Illustrations and exempl!fications also come from several original 
PAN, PMP, PPH, or lower order reconstrnctions where the semantic 
unification is particularfy problematic. Relevant sections deaf with the 
fallowing points: 

• The past is relativefy silent, but important steps have recentfy 
been made (especiaf!y f?y Blust) which should guide us in the 
art and science ef assigning meanings to eryma. 

• We should strive far a full citation ef semantic iefOrmation far 
each entry. 

• We need a careful investigation ef the breadth and meaning of 
cognates within a'!Y given set.. 

• We should compare and contrast all iefOrmation with 
.rynchronic values within the semantic rystem ef the languages 
presented 

• Having done 2, 3, and 4, we can onfy then successjulfy 
undertake the extrapolation ef a common core, i.e., the 
assignment ef semantic kernels to the erymon. While in ma'!)' 
cases the results mqy be trivial, there are some which are no fess 
than fascinating. 

• We can evaluate our results qy consulting current and past 
semantic theory. Semantic relationships such as ryno1!)'nty, 
antO'!)'!l(Y, meto'!)'my, metaphor, [Jnecdoche, taboo, etc. serve as 
a [)'Stem ef checks and balances far our method. 
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• 

1. Introduction 

We should appreciate the i111_/XJTta1fa of st6Jalllk imuitK.dions . 
These can pft!J as sigmfiCt11!t a rok in Sllbg,r~ lmtguages 
as do the phonological or lexical ones we have ro '4J to refy 
upon. 

We learn by imitation and by doing on our own. Much of what I say 
here draws upon my daily research work at the Languages Research Center of 
MRM Inc. Either I am working on a newspaper reader, in which case I need to 
find out what a word means in the context of the article being glossed and 
translated, or on a dictionary, in which case I need to find out the entire range of 
meanings of a word, extrapolate the common core, and give a comprehensible 
gloss. In either case, if there are too many meaning candidates (e.g. 'good, fine, 
well, skilled, talented, wonderfu~ tasty, delicious'), the need arises to encapsulate 
those in a brief gloss that will aid the user. 

The process of historical reconstruction involves the search for 
similarities in four areas: sound, form, function, and meaning. Further, there 
can be four degrees of resemblance: identical, regular (or derived), irregular, or 
false [see my review of Blust, 1980a (Zorc, 1984/1985)]. The mere fact that two 
words are formally similar will not do. Yet the principles of semantic 
reconstruction in Austronesian have either been unstated or ignored. Blust has 
emphasized "I have long considered semantic reconstruction one of the most 
important and neglected aspects of historical linguistics. Without careful 
attention to a principled basis for the reconstruction of meaning many proto
forms remain incompletely reconstructed" (Blust, personal communication, 4 
Jun 1997). 

2. The Silence of the Past 

Until quite recently, Austronesi~nists have been quite silent on the 
problems and procedures of semantic reconstruction. This is not to imply that 
it was not done, only that there was no discussion of how one went about it, or 
how it should be done. Dempwolff, for example, did assign meanings to etyma, 
but nowhere did he discuss a methodological basis for his assignments. In some 
instances, it is clear that he sensed a problem, and tried to deal with an issue 
such as synonymy, as in *balay 'fiaus, Hiitte, Halle' vs. *Rumaq 'Behausung, 
Haus.'1 He also demonstrated cultural awareness in cross-referencing PIN 
*Bantu 'help, support' to PIN *b<in>antu 'son-in-law,' the relationship of 

1 Here, as elsewhere throughout, I owe much to Bob Blust's guidance and comments in email 
correspondences on this topic.. 
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which is independently supported by Ak1 pa11-agad 'help out, work for one's 
parents-in-law to be' and <um>agad 'son-in-law.' But there were instances 
where any further specification was abandoned, such as when PMP? *uRa11, 
PHN? *qulun, PAN *Cau [reconstructions updated and revised] were all 
glossed 'person.' 2 

Dahl (1976) discussed the status (fiction vs. reality) and structure 
[CVC(N)Vq of Dempwolffs reconstructions and ran through his posited 
sound system, but gave no details of how one deals with the ser:nantic properties 
of proposed cognates. 

Dyen's Austronesian approach typically listed the meanings of attested 
forms, but did not assign a meaning to the reconstruction. The following three 
examples (using Dyen's citations, but my orthographic conventions and 
language abbreviations) come from Dyen (1965, pp. 295 and 299), but typify his 
methodology from 1947 onwards: 

*baseq, Tag basa7, Mal basah, NgD bias (M) 'wet,' TB baso 'watery,' 
Sai bahi, Ami mi-vatsa7, Puy b <en>ase, Pai v<en>ata7 (sic) 'wash (clothes, 
utensils).' 

*basuq, Mal basuh 'wash (hands),' Aty mahuq (m/b), Paz ba-batsu7, 
Pai v<en>atu7 (sic) 'wash (clothes).' 

*Sinaw, Tag hinaw, Hil hinaw 'wash,' SedK s<im>inaw, SedT 
s<m >i:naw 'wash (clothes),' Thao Sinaw-an 'wash (other than clothes),' Bun 
ma-sinaw, RukTn ua-sinaw 'wash (clothes).' 

3. Movements in the Right Direction 

However, in conjunction with David Aberle, Dyen did work out 
principles for LEXICAL RECONSTRUCTION. By this method, one reconstructs 
an etymon that most closely fits a given meaning. Question: what was the most 
probable Austronesian word for 'father'? Answer: *-ama. When one 
encounters difficulties, such as competing etyma, Dyen and Aberle outline a 
series of scientific applications for this procedure, which neither space nor time 
allows reiteration here. For example, there is ample justification for the 
reconstruction of PAN *tama[7] 'father' on the basis of Sediq tama7, Ruk, 
Kav ta:ma7, Bun tama7 [f AG:l 77], Fj tama-, Sam tama. However, there is a 
widespread occurrence of forms representing a straightforward *ama > Tag 
ama, Han ama, TB ama, Saa ama, Puy am.a [Ref], amaa [Adr], Tso am6, 
Thao 7a:ma7. Furthermore, there is sufficiently widespread evidence of 
morphological derivation, e.g., Jav r/ama, and plenty to assume that a *t- was 
some form of prefix associated with the kin class, e.g., *t-ina 'mother,' *t-u-Saji 
'younger sibling,' *t-umpu 'ancestor; lor~ master, owner.' 

2 Blust's *qaRta 'outsiders, alien people' can be added to this set and also an overlapping 
meaning and etymon, *qudip-en 'slave' (1972c and 1987, p. 80). 
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While this method may be less used than that discussed immediately 
below, it was one Blust also applied in the reconstruction of his Austronesian 
word list for lexicostatistical comparison oflanguage retention rates (1981a). Its 
methodology can also offer a system of checks-and-balances for comparison 
and contrast (#4 below). 

Blust's (1987) tour de force on the SEMANTIC RECO STRUCTION of 
words for 'house' is probably the most thorough treatment to date for the 
Austronesian language family. In his summary report in the Baldi volume (1990, 
p. 144f), he cites the work of Capell, Lichtenberk, and Pawley, as well as a few 
of his earlier publications (e.g. 1972c). · 

We all owe Blust a great debt for the care he has taken with the 
semantics of his etymologies3 and for citing ALL the meanings of each cognate 
form. I must acknowledge that I had been quite sloppy in my earlier work, but 
now have vowed to be as comprehensive as possible. The inclusion of all (or at 
least the most relevant portions) of a gloss does take a great deal of time. 
However, there are a lot of rewards by being thorough, such as finding 
widespread secondary (or idiomatic) meanings that would be missed in a cursive 
single cite. 

4. What is Wrong with this Picture? (Examining Breadth of Meaning) 

One of the first steps in reconstruction is to locate phonologically
unifiable cognate sets. These then become ETYMOLGICAL CANDIDATES. 
The importance, however, of matching up FO~ FUNCTION, and 
MEANING should be apparent from the following: 

Tag pintas 'fault, defect; fault-finding;' 1-pintas 'use (x: a fault) in 
finding faults' 

Ilk na-pintas 'beautiful, handsome, good-looking, comely, pretty, 
attractive, lovely, fair, elegant., graceful, charming, exquisite' 

Bon pintas 'be beautiful, as a woman or clothes' 
Akl pintas 'treat cruelly, be brutal (with), brutalize, be mean;' ma-pintas 

'cruel, savage, mean, brutal' 
Ceb pintas [adj] 'ferocious, cruel and merciless;' [v] become cruel and 

ferocious;' [n] ka- •ferocity, brutality' 
Bik pintas ma- 'discourteous, ill-bred;' mag- 'to become ... ;' -an 'to 

be .. .' 

3 One excellent example is from his yet unpublished paper at 3ICAL (1981a, pp. 23, 24, 32) 
where he draws a distinction between P!vlP *tuqela[n,ng] 'condylar bone' vs PMP *ZuRi 'fish 
bone'. 
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Han,.pintas . :(Lelig} . 'arty . ~tiiely powerful and evil . force in the 
·supematw:abrealm:;(padaya?, q.v.,~ spt!dfieatly] either .of the two. worst types .of 
laba11, .q.v.' 

Mar pintas ·'take away tt'om, distlifb )ls one d6es the Juck of a gambler' 
Mal pintas "'cutting atross; taking li sht>d cut' 

1:propose-that these seti\ deft W:dfktiil~rr, esp:ecially: ih.ve mnstcler only 
,th.e·,Tagalog--and.Ilokano (which wei:e· llie -first two I looked ,at). Unification 
must.be · justified by ~pptfil to itttltpendt~htiY,-~stahlished .cultural connections 
'that-lead.to ao-semantically-- arid logictiUy-.-s~tlsfyingamclusion. Perhaps the more 
:a'1venturOHS wGDid .prnpose -some utiifyillg cbnneGtions~as follows: Th.ereligious 
:connotation .ofihe:Hanurtijo -an:d .the ret~terlte to lttck in ..Matanao may mdicate 
some· -<Cotnm0n·':~ .-of { m~c} , as cloes ilie -'Sense ·0f English ~charming' 
retlected in~a.e ·of the ·Iloktlio ·glosses. Orte fuight-further contemplate if there 
. .is a root *+us -~cut, 'Sevecl involv.echn th~s comparison, as.reflected.in the Malay. 
ff, as it would appear to be in this ;case, ~1 ruisignhrumts :cannot be l'econciled .and 
are .therefore.£ejected,.·then the .r.econsttuttloti is either invalidated, orreduced to 
..a lower-order prot(} la.rt~, furwhich tognation of~fumumd meaning can be 
established; 4· · .. Altemativhly.; one might con!iider ifwe are ·dealing with .a series of 
homophenes (semantic doublets). 

The .. · fact ·that a ·.gingle ·etymon cah have .'fill en0.rm0us .amount of 
pnlysemy was taken uP in detail by Blust (1981b, ·pp. 73:..77) .and l981c) in the 
case'of.PAN ~aliw, which.can have any of the f-ollowing,gimses: 

L ~.transformation, metamorphosis, vmation'-= fphysical change} 
.2: · ~,,.excl;lange, p.ay~-;~y.,"S'ell" = ,fimsiness exchange} 
3 .. . -'r-epay, return in .kind;'l"etaliate, ~tak:e-Tev:enge;-equalize (a loss - debt)' = 

i:social exch:ilige} 
A. 'substitute'= ·{1'ern:!"~cal rllange} 
5. .'oppose, .opposite part - .-side; dual div:isio~ moiety'= .{.social structure} 
<>. <friend, partner'= {social ;interaction} 
7. <answer; 1'epeat' = {speech} 

· ~L .· '.don ·mm:mifhg ;apparel; :m0.urn4Ur .a deceased :spolllse' = .{drange by 
. <leath} 

. 9. 'rirual: _punisbent;. punitive sto~..4:tail .storm' = · hp.iritual change} 

It -is cimpc>rtant to note that multiple rceflexes ·of this often sumive, such 
as: ·Akl baliw 'be b~tched, be stricken .ill by an evil spirit,' haliw- baliw 
'bridgeufi:he nose; pl:ite--betw:eeuthe<eyes;' 'bayiub ·'change, exdrange;'trade' or 

:I. Thus, .perhaps;~ 4>.CP ~tas {.c'ltl~-imlppropriat:e -behavior..} would somehow 'l!lllify the 
Tagalog, Biko!, .and Bisayan forms., whereas a PSP *pintas fhad magic} the Hanunoo and 

·Maranao. 
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Tag baliw 'demented person' [n], baliw 'demented' [adj], i-bayo 'opposite side,' 
maliw 'loss of intensity, reduction of fervor; end, ending; disappearance' or SaiT 
Si-baLiw 'sell,' ba-baliw 'sale.' 

5. Comparison and Contrast: The Case for 'wash' 

There are numerous terms in any Austronesian language for {wash} , 
and lexical differentiation depends on what is being washed. Since I know 
Aklanon best, let us look at its system: 

Akl ban.law 'wash off, rinse out (with water after soaping)' 
A.kl basa7 'wet;' ma- basa7 'wet, moist;' basa7-Un. - bas?-un 'wet, put 

water on' 
Akl batiya7 - batya7 'wooden wash basin'< Mex Sp (see below) [Syn: 

duEari 'large wooden bowl'] 
A.kl bunak 'wet, damp', bunak-Un. 'moisten, wet, dampen' 
Akl Eabah 'launder, wash (clothes)'< Sp lavar 'wash' 
Akl gt'i7gu7 Entada phaseoloides - Ganopf(ylhtm falcatum (tree - bark used 

as shampoo); mag- 'shampoo, wash (the hair)' 
Akl hiliim.7us 'wash one's face (with one's hands - by splashing water 

on it)' 
Akl hugas 'rinse, wash (off)' 
Akl kilis - kisl-i 'rinse - wash (rice)' 
Akl labalclra 'wash - face cloth' > Sp lava 'washing + cara 'face' 
Akl ligus - pa-ligus 'take a bath, bathe oneself; go swimming' 

[Contrast: Eangt'iy 'swim (after - the length of)1 
Akl pahid 'wipe;' pamahiran 'rag, wash rag - cloth' 
A.kl palibanaw 'wash - (hands, feet)' 
Akl palimugmug 'gargle, wash out the mouth' 
Akl paY1-1ahar 'wash (one's face with washcloth)' <Sp lavar 'wash' 
Akl pu7pu7 'wash (anus and/or private parts by patting water on them)' 
Akl trapuh 'dush cloth, wiping .cloth, cloth for cleanings, rag(s);' trapuh 

'wipe up - off (wet table); sponge bath, wash a sick person (with a washcloth)' 
< Sp trapo 'rag; cloth' 

A similar result may be achieved by looking at any reasonably thorough 
English to language index such as that for Tagalog (English 1977, p. 1173), 
Bikol (Mintz & Britanico, 1985, p. 207), Bontok (Reid, 1976, p. 494), Ilokano 
(Vanoverbergh, 1956b, p. 352), or Paiwan (Ferrell, 1982, p. 494t). 

Above I cited three forms from Dyen, all containing some sense of 
{wash}. Can their glosses be more accurately defined? Throughout the 
literature, one can indeed find over 20 forms in this meaning. Although very 
few of them can be reconstructed at the PAN level, what is clear is that 
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historically and synchronically Austronesians are cleanliness-oriented people. 
Furthermore, many etyma appear to be founded on monosyllabic roots 
(*+ii.aw, *+puq, *+suq; possibly *+Ras, *+saw, *+seq) which may help 
uncover their underlying semantic profiles. Forms that have acquired the 
meaning {launder} can be assumed to be secondary in that both clothing and 
soap are relatively recent introductions. That is why so many languages have 
borrowed words for and relating to this process rather than extended the 
meaning of extant ones. 

PAN *ba+fi.aw+ma- 'wash, bathe' >A.kl pali-banaw (above), ltb ma
vanaw 'wash hands,' Ami fanaw 'lake, · pond; wash articles of any kind (not 
cloth),' (Pai ma-vanaw 'take a bath,' pa-pa-vanaw 'bath someone'),5 Tae bano 
'wash rinse,' Mok mafi.au 'wash (bottle); baptize (dip in water)' [AEl, p. 041] 
Dbl: PPH *bal+naw 

PPH *bal+naw 'rinse - wash off'> Tag banlaw (above), Bik balnaw 
mag- -on 'rinse off (as soap, dirt),' maghirt-hiri--an 'rinse for a second time in 
a change of water,' Ceb banlaw 'rinse, clean with water,' S-L banlaw 'wash, 
rinse,' Kpm banl6 'rinse off,' Ilk balruiw = bugruiw 'rinse' [PFL, p. 0809] 

PAN? *baseq 'wet; wash with water' > Akl basa7(above), Tag, Ceb 
basa7, Sbl baha7, Itg. Ilk basa, Itb vasa 'wet,' TB baso 'watery,' Iban, Mal 
basah, NgD bias (M) 'wet,' Ami faca7, Pai v<n>ateq, Sai brehi7 'wash clothes' 
lDahl, 1976, p. 28; PMJ, p. VL3] See: *baseq 'wet;' problematic final laryngeal 
in Iban. 

PHF *benatu 'wash (clothes)'> Mal benatu 'laundryman, washerman,' 
Jav penatu 'laundryman;' Pai v<n>ateq 'wash clothes' [PAA, p. 046] I reject 
this on the grounds of the discrepancies of initial and final consonants; Pai is 
from an infixed form of *baseq 

PMP *buRiq 'wash' > KB burih 'wash hands,' Y md burl 'rinse 
(off/out),' Motu hurl-a 'wash, scrub,' Nggvuli 'pour water' [AE3, p. 057] Note 
widespread Australian Aboriginal Kriol bogi 'wash, bathe' which is probably a 
loan from some AN language with R > g. 

PMP *bulu wash up (hands) >Bon bolo, Ilt muu, Fj vulu 'wash one's 
hands,' Jav wulu 'wash oneself,' Tonga, Fut, Sam fu/fulu 'wash up' [PA1, p. 
123, VL3] 

PCP *bilnak 'wet; wash' > Ceb, Snt bUnak 'launder,' Hil bUnak 'wet,' 
Msk bonak 'wash (clothes),' (Ntg bunak 'wet') [PFL, p. 1147] 

PPH *da7Rup 'wash face' > WBM dapug (M), Itg agi-dalup, Man 
daL7op, Luba min-da7up, Isg mahi-darup, Kla ma-dE7op, Inb man-da7 
[McF-NP, p. 338, Z-DS] 

PPH *-da7mus 'wash the face' > Tag hi-Iamos 'washing of the face,' 
A.kl hi-Iam.7us (above), Bik ku-ra7mus, mu-ra7mus, pu-ra7mus 'wash -

s Paiwan / ma-vanaw/ may be a loan, as the palatal nasal normally yields a voiceless lateral. 
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wipe the face with the hand,' Ceb hi-Iam7us <wash someone's face,' S-L hi
ram7us 'lave, wash the face,' Msk pu-lamus, Bol mag-ra7mus, Bot ulameh, Sbl 
mi-la7mus, Png dilam:us, KnkN men-dilam7us, KnKS dira7mus 'wash face,' 
Ilk di-ram7us 'wash one's face' [McF-NP, p. 338, PFL, p. 0434] 

PHN *dt'Rus 'bathe, wash oneself' > Akl pa-ligus (above), Bik ka
rlgus, Ata, Tig digus, K-C pe-digus, BilS dyo, Bilk, Tbl dyoh, I~ Mlw dfgus, 
Ibg zigu7, ltb, lvt ma-riyus, Jav dus; TB duris (M) 'sprinkle,' Mal dims 
'wetting, watering, irrigating' [VL3] 

P!vfP *hi+suq 'clean oneself by scrubbing' > Tag hiso7 'cleaning of the 
teeth by rubbing,' Bik hiso7 'rub dirt off the body with a stone while bathing,' 
Ceb hisu7 'apply oily substance to one's hair,' S-L hisu7 'clean one's hair with 
coconut mi~' (WBM isu7 'clean the anus with leaves),' Ifg ihu, Ilk isu, OJav 
isuh-2, Num is 'scour, scrub,' ral iu 'bathe' 

PHN? *hu+:iiaw 'wash the hands - face' > Ceb hunaw, Klg unaw, 
Msk, Sar onaw, Murik m-uiio [ACD, p. h126] 

PHN *lu+saw 'immerse in water'> Tag lusaw melted, liquefied (as ice), 
l<ag>usaw 'sound of splash of disturbed water, as when fish, animals, children 
play in it,' Akl Eusaw 'wade,' TB luso 'clean by washing up' [VL3] 
Dempwolff's gloss of 'rinse' is not quite right; probably has a monosyllabic root, 
cf: Akl sawsaw 'dunk, dip (into liquid)' 

PAN *+iiaw 'wash, rinse, bathe' [Bey+ART, p. 127+ACD(huiiaw, 
Sifiaw), Wolff-PANN] See: *ba+naw, *bal+naw, *hu+naw, *Naw+Naw, 
*Se+naw, *Si-:iiaw; note that PAN *danaw 'lake, pond' may be connected 

PHF *Naw+naw 'rinse, wash' > Ceb nawnaw 'put s.t. in liquid and 
swish it around,' hi-nawnaw 'rinse,' Amis nanaw 'wash (hands - dishes),' 
nawnaw 'be swamped, surrounded by water, float' (AE3, p. 221] Dbl: PHF 
*Saw+ saw 

PHN *pUn.as 'wipe (off - out)' > Tag pUn.as 'wiping off - clean; 
sponge bath,' Bik pUn.as mag- 'take a sponge bath,' mag- -an 'wipe with a 
cloth - sponge (as a table),' WBM punas 'wipe s.t.,' Bon ponas 'to wipe; 
anything used for wiping,' Isg plinas 'wipe, clean - dry by rubbing (dishes, 
etc.),' Chm funas 'eradicate, erase, wipe out, put an end to,' Iban punas 'barren, 
childless, with no direct heirs; died out, having no survivors; wipe out, destroy' 
[AE4, p. 464] (Interesting semantic variation in Chamorro and Than compared 
to Philippine languages) 

PHN? *puq+puq 'pat - slap water on (e.g., private parts, dirty item)' > 
Akl pu7pu7 (above), Bik pu7pu7 'wash the anus,' Mar popo7 'wash the private 
parts,' Kel pupu7 'wash clothes' [PAA, p. 310] 

PHF se+iiaw \vash (up), rinse; cool off' >Tag hiruiw, Bik hanaw, Ceb 
hunaw 'wash one's hands,' NgD eiiaw, Paz me-senaw [ACD:S27, Tsuchida
PTP:246(S136enaw), Wolff-PANN] Dbl:*sinaw 

PHF *Si+naw 'wash (up)' > Ceb, Hil hinaw, Ilk inruiw, Kan m-ari
sinau, Thao S<m>inaw 'wash (other than clothes),' Bun ma-sinav 'wash 
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(clothes)' [ACD, p. S44; Dahl, 1976, p. 32; Dyen-65 Ev, p. 12.2; Tsuchida-FTP, 
p. 246] 

PHF *Si+naw 'place where one washes' [ACD, p. S44a] 
P:MP *+suq \vash, scrub' [ACD, p. h102] See; *ba+suq, *hi+suq; also: 

*suq+suq 
PHF *Saw+saw \vash, rinse; water down' > Amis sawsaw, sasaw 

[ACD, p. S20] Dbl: PHF *Naw+Naw, *raw+raw 
PAN? *SURas \vash, scrub, rinse (body parts -utensils, but not clothes)' 

> Akl (above), Bik, Ceb, Hil, Tag hugas, Han ugas, Tir urah, Ilk ugas, TB 
uras, Mal huras, Hov uza, Buli uas, Puy -** [ACD, p. S61, VL3] 

PHN *huRas-an \vash something' [ACD, p. S61d] 
PHN *huRas-en 'be washed off [ACD, p. S61e] 
PHN *huRas-I 'BE WASHED OFF [ACD, p. S6H] 
PHN *maR-hURa.s \vash, cleanses' [ACD, p. S61b] 
PHN *maµ-hURa.s \vash, cleanse' [ACD, p. S61a) 
PHN *paµ- huRas 'instrument for washing' [ACD, p. A61c) 
Sp xlabah- \vash (clothes), launder' > A.kl Eabah (above), Bik, Ceb 

labah- [McF-NP335, Z-DS] Sp lavar 'to launder' 
Sp xbatya[7] > Bile baty.17, Akl (above), Ceb, Hil batiya7, S-L batya7, 

Dbw batya7, Kpm, Png batya, Ilk batia [Z-DS} < Mex Sp batea \vash basin' 
< Sp batea 'tray, trough; flat-bottomed boat' 

6. Assignment of Semantic Kernels 

Semantic assignments can be clear and straightforward or highly 
problematic. In some cases, knowledge of the culture can establish a tenuous 
connection as valid. Thus, when Blust (1986, AE3# 327) questions my inclusion 
of Paiwan s<m>aliL 'to isolate, put s.t. off by itself, ki-saliL 'isolate oneself 
and Malay a1in 'massage by magic art so as to extract a toxic foreign body from 
the human frame' within a PAN *SaliN 'move (away - over), transfer, leave; 
isolate' otherwise justified by Ceb halin 'move away from a place permanently,' 
Akl, Hil, Han halin 'transfer, move to another place,' WBM halin 'transfer, 
move from one place to another; change, as one's appearance,' Mgg ali71 'move 
(a horse), transfer to another place; change; go out from inside,' then the 
reconstruction would have to be revised to PMP *halin 'move, transfer.' 
However, I see the semantic kernel of this reconstruction as {movement away}. 
If one has observed a medicine man perform the curing rite by removing stones 
and other matter from an ailing body implicit in the Malay form, there is no leap 
of logic in saying he is moving the affliction away from the patient.6 Similarly, 

6 Aklanon butbut 'treat for a disease (done by a herbolario, during which process stones and/ or 
small pieces of wood are extracted from the infected area)' is similarly related to PMP *but+but 
'pluck (feathers), tear ~ pull out (entrails); extract.' 
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the grammar of Austronesian languages can seriously affect the meaning, such 
as Tag alis 'removal; departure,' <um>alis 'go away' [intransitive], alis-in 
'remove something' [transitive]. Thus, in my view of the Pa:iwan cognates, there 
is a transitivizing and specialization of the meaning, {moving something away} 
+ {alone}. Pai ki- is a self-reflexive or autobenefactive with the effect of 'do 
willing to/for oneself,' and its result fits within the semantic kernels I suggest, 
i.e. {movement away} + {of oneself}. 

In one of Dempwolffs classic reconstructions, one can see that there 
have been extended semantic developments from PAN *bu11aH {plant 
outgrowth} : 

'flower' 
Mlg vuni 'blossom' 
Akl, Bik, Ceb, Tag, Tsg bu'tjah-, Blw, Ifg, Ilk, Kpm, Sbl bu11a, Bkd, Btk, 

Klg, K-C, Msk, Sub hu11a, Tbl bu'tjuh 'fruit' 

There has been semantic specialization in: 

Akl, Bik, Ceb, Tag bu11ah-, Sbl, Itg bu11a, Sub bu11a, Kai bu11a7 Areca 
catechu, 'betel nut,' 

NgD bu11eh 'rice blossom' 
Fj VU"la Metrosideros po!Jmorpha 
AmiF vu11a, Aty, Sed bu11a7, Puy bu11a 'sweet potato'7 

and even extension of meaning outside of its botanical denotation: 

Aki, CEb, Tag bu11ah- 'result,' 
NgD bu11ah 'tax' 

Blust's ongoing work on the ACD has uncovered an exciting case of 
how one can pin-point the semantics of an etymology with his PAN *Sawak 
'waist, back of waist.' Only some of his many citations need be reiterated here: 

Kav sawaq 'the vulnerable area between the rib cage and the pelvic 
bone, specifically and emphatically excluding the front area which is protected 
by the abdominal muscles' 

Aki, Ceb hawak, Itw awak 'waist' 

7 These Formosan words for 'sweet potato,' like the plant, are introductions, but with a semantic 
shift of an Austronesian root There is no known source for this form in this meaning, certainly 
not the Northern Philippines where Sp xkaJnuti is the most common form (see McFarland, 
1977, p. 106). 
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Hil hawak, Tir owok waistline' 
Ifg awak 'loins, waist' 

SEMANTIC RECONSTRUCTION 

Han (b)awak 'back of the waist' [Note: no general term for waist] 
Bik hawak 'body, torso; physique; fuselage of an airplane; hull of a boat; 

stalk of plants; shaft of an arrow; mani- 'to take the form of something' 
Mal awak 'body, trunk of body; oneself(~ we)' 
Iban awak 'space, gap, vacancy' 
TB ak 'hips, loins' 
Mgg awak 'hips, waist' 

This is accompanied by a note which reads in part "The precise semantic 
agreement in the glosses of KAV /sawaq/ and HAN I hawak/ 'back of the 
waist', and the somewhat wavering English gloss 'waist, hips' in several 
languages suggest that the referent of *Sawak did not correspond exactly to any 
semantic category of English. Rather, the available information suggests that 
P A.i"l\J *Sawak and PMP *hawak referred to the unprotected space between the 
rib cage and the pelvic bone which is not covered by the muscles of the 
abdominal diaphragm, hence a part of the body corresponding roughly to the 
English concept waist', but applying only to the sides and back." I would add 
that given the feature of {vulnerability}, it is easier to see how senses such as 
{self} and {body} developed. 

One of my favorite "discoveries" is the following set of cognates: 

Aki UnU'Vl 'stand by, be loyal to, stand up for, allege, pledge' 
Blk UnUYj 'cause,' UnUYj kan 'because of, owing to,' ma- -an 'be the 

cause of,' -an 'cause, reason' 
WBM unu11 'a person's possessions which are buried with him; die 

along with someone' 
Tir unu'Vl 'guard something' 
Bon 6noYj 'fight, struggle with, as to move a heavy object or open a 

jammed door' 
Ilk UYjUll 'avenge, revenge, e.g., killing someone in retaliation for the 

death of a headman (in bygone times); taking vengeance at the first opportunity 
for an injury that had been inflicted with impunity some time before' 

which I feel has the semantic kernel of {loyalty} and reconstruct as PPH *linu11 
watch over, be loyal to.' The semantic shifts and specializations to WBM {die 
with}, Ilk {retaliate}, Bik {cause}, Tir {guard} are reasonably straightforward; 
perhaps less so the generalization to Bon {struggle} , but derived from {fight 
with}. 

Another interesting compilation of cognate sets of a "no identity" 
variety is: 
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Tag 1a71gam 'ant' 
Aki Emigatn 'rat' 
.Ceb hi'Wlgam, Kuy lamgam, Ntg1am1am 'bird' 
Han farrgam. 'millepede' 
WBM-:laJtgam·fany .non-human_creature' {generic) 

:w.hichcf:rewnstruct as : PSP .:i>lam+Ram·-svermin'. { any-w:creature· taking man's 
-food s:upplyl-{PEL, p;.2105].Dbl: >i'.R:am+Rmru(Bik,;gam·gam .'bird') . This,may 
c-0.ntain--a roart'-t>Ram;·itself "a doublet of-*+kam ~eiz<; .take, -grab.' 

T.he extension·or ,,_splitting.,·C>fc.:tneaning ·toe such .. ;a :rlegr~e . that :<:0gnates 
ma¥ ~ppear ID'he nocHIDre"than ·homophones may be.,evidenced by: 

whieh·I ~construe- to be:-APPH -*hc-tflek - ~snore' f.sound uf ·sleeping} -with the 
~wmg-eS-emaE.tic .~.cl~: :from ·f-sn.ere} m .{.tr.leep} 4!-0 o{sieepy} .as 
·opposed .to '{sieep-wlthj ·atad fr'Om {ilound <6>f snoring}- 'to ~:{laugh} -. ..,... certainly 
-some-fmms.ofJaughtetsresemhle·ti:ie-sn<:>rting sffllllct"'('}f ·snoring~ 

J n -:undea.aking;h.is. -task, w-e -have -a -t:Femendous .adv'3.Il'tage ill ·verifying 
om r.esu'lm by-Tecourse·to. the.ID.sights .:and ~el:opmen.ts ofcurr~t (and past) 
.semantic .dteory.. :Jwaic-aH:y-; while dllisttonesianists-:h.a:d been relatively silent on 
the issue {~Labe:ve), .some of the greatest ·advancesoin semantics .came from the 
historical . study-.,,uffud~:European .Janguages (P:a'lmer, '1976, ·p. J 1). "'."Remember 
that-.im _,:th_e lievebpment-of :the.early ~rican lingllistic ~ooJs,. sernranrics was, 
fur ,·t:he· mosr~p-art, -ronsidered . -outside the; -d@main -0fomost- formal -linguistic 
M~ysis. ,--,£.vro · oo;"One {dW. :futtl :'a~np'etb-treatment:in "Bloom'fidi! {1'933, pp. 
425-44.3) -rd~ to-our field. 

In -:setting -up "'cognate . -sets, hmring ·satisfied ihe -'Pl1onological 
4"equirements,· ·we "Shmild - :draw· upon any ~e>f the · followmg .SEMANTIC 
RELA TI 0 NSHFPS.~see:Bierwisch~ J 91-0; pp. - 166~ 1·84; Palmer, ·-0p:·c-it.; etc.). 

SYN@NYMY -.-(nearness . ir:i:...:meaning) · rep.resents ::a· (near) identical 
correspondence and ·therefore presents ·no problem in establishing a 
reconstruction. Tuus, · Akl ma ta =, P-ai matsa 'eye' < ·pAN *'maCa 'eye.' · The 
:vast majority of AN etymologies represent synonymy across .languages, which (if 
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not the product of borrowing) renders them solid. However, when 
reconstructions are synonymous, there may be cause for some concern. At 
7ICAL (Zorc, 1997, p. 615£) I evaluated a number of them. In brief, when an 
innovation in form has replaced the semantic space occupied by a previous 
word, there is a justifiable case of synonymy (e.g. PMP *ha(yt)sayt => PNP 
*hadaYI 'gills'). But when two etymologies appear to be nearly identical in 
meaning, one might well wonder if the proto-community distinguished them in 
some way (e.g. PAN *Rabi7iH vs. heRY1i 'night'). 

Ac"l\J"TONYMY (oppositeness in meaning) plays a significant role in Iban 
[see Blust, 1980b] and may be the result of some form of speech disguise or 
social fad. Thus, PAN *qa'YlSit [AE4, p. 030] > A.kl a'Ylhit 'having a strong body 
odor,' Amis 7aY1sit 'stink of a skunk' universally refers to some form of bad 
smell,' but Iban aY1it has come to mean 'fragrance, sweet scent.' I have seen this 
process operative in Tagalog slang (Zorc, 1991) and in Aklanon cynicism, 
where, for example, kUEayt sa inum 'lacking drink' refers to a 'drunkard.' 

METONOMY (nearness in space or time) is exemplified by the shift in 
meaning of Tag bibig 'mouth' from PMP bi+biR 'lip.' It may also apply in a 
case such as PHF *buqel [HLC, p. 51] {protruding bone} >A.kl bu7uE 'heel,' 
WBM bu7el 'knee,' Ceb bu7ul-2 'ankle,' Sai bo7ol 'bone.' 

POLYSEMY (multiple meanings) as in the case of PAN *baliw 
discussed in §4 above or GCP *husay 'organize, settle, pacify; smooth, orderly; 
smoothen (out)' > Ceb, S-L husay 'orderly,' Tsg husay 'disadvantage,' Han 
husay 'caress, pet, stroke,' WBM husey 'settle (a case).' 

NARROWING or GENERALIZATION, as when PAN *Si-ka7en 
'used for eating' is applied very broadly to 'fish' in Kai ian, Chm guihan, · Iban, 
Mal ikan, Fj, Tonga ika, Bun iska:n, or PHF *qayam 'domestic animal' > 
WBM ayam 'domestic livestock' has come to mean A.kl ayam 'dog,' Mal ayam 
'fowl,' Amis 7ayam 'chicken,' Sai 7reyam 'pork.' 

WIDENING, a form of HYPONYMY, as with Pai tsiqaw 'fish' 
(generic) <PAN Ciqaw 'goatfish' [AE1, p. 425; PTP, p. 165]. 

SYNECHDOCHE (whole/part relationship) is exemplified by the 
development of meanings from PMP *banua 'inhabited territory (human 
ecosystem)' > Aki, Ceb banwa 'town,' Mal benua 'continent,' etc. treated so 
thoroughly in Blust (1987, p. 93f, 99f). 

HYPERBOLE (stronger to weaker meaning), as with PAN *bunuq 
'kill, butcher' > Tag bun67 'struggle' or A.kl bumi7 'stab.' 

LITOTES (weaker or stronger meaning), as may be the case with Tir 
sila7 'lightning' < PMP *silaq 'split.' 

DEGENERATION (lower or more negative meaning), as with PMP 
*tulih 'earwax' > Mal tuli 'deaf or PHN *lalaw 'exceed, surpass, go beyond' > 
WBM lalew 'grieve over s.t. to the extent that one does not eat.' 
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ELEVATION (higher or more positive meaning), as may be the case 
with PMP *datu7 'chief, head of a clan' > Jav ratu 'prince,' ke-ratO-n 'court' 
or Tir datu7 'Moslem nobleman.' 

SPECIALIZATION (limitation to a specific field or sense) as in the 
scientific application of English 'mass' or 'energy,' whereby PHN *gemi 
'sucking fish, sucker fish,' E cheneis ~ Remora sp. is derived from PMP * gemi 
'hold on by biting' > Iban gemi-an, Mal ikan gemi. Mkr gammi, Wol gomi 
[AE3, p. 108; AE4, p. 206]. 

TABOO (avoidance of a word by using more culturally-acceptable or 
politically-correct words) as in the case of English 'toilet' which has developed 
numerous circumlocutions such as 'bathroom,' W.C.,' 'lavatory,' etc. This may 
have been the case in the semantic development of PMP *ZuRuq 'sap' to PSP 
'blood' discussed below (§8). 

IDIOMATICITY (the assignment of special semantic features to pre
existing forms such that the true meaning of the word or phrase cannot be 
derived outside of the language community in which it is used). Thus Akl 
anwa'V'j ~ater buffalo, carabao' also refers to a 'hard-working person' (similar to 
English 'he works like a horse'). 

A final consideration may be that of the CARRYOVER of meaning 
from a form's containing a MONOSYLLABIC ROOT. While I had not 
thought of this when I originally conceived of this paper, it has already come up 
(as in several of the forms for {wash} discussed in §5 above). My only 
"addition" to Blust (1987) is that PMP *b<al>ay may contain a monosyllabic 
root *+bay {together} and simply meant 'construction, building.' I consider 
Dempwolffs *abay to contain this root, whether it has come to mean 'move 
together (as arms when walking),' 'be together' (as Bisayan *ab(a)y-an 'friend, 
companion' or Iban ambai 'sweetheart, lover,' and 'be beside or next to' in 
many SPh languages), or 'put together.' I interpret PPH *bay+ bay as {place of 
togetherness} , i.e. where sea and land meet, therefore 'shore, beach, bank' - but 
this has then gone through all kinds of semantic specialization where in NPh lgs 
it almost universally means 'sea,' but in . Bikol and Central Bisayan dialects it has 
come to mean 'sand.' I propose that *b<al>ay reflects this root and infix 
*<al> with the semantic kernel of {put together, construct} (or the object 
thereof). In further support, there is the Aki accent pair baEay [v] 'construct, 
build' and another derivation baEaybay 'compose verses and poetry' {put 
words together} alongside Ceb balay 'compose' as in gibalay ko a11 atru11 
hilna7hilna7 'I composed my thoughts.' The infix *<al> is reasonably 
productive and found on such reconstructions as *b<al>a11a7 'open mouth jar,' 
and is the result of the back-formation of NPh 7ima 'hand' as if PAN *qa
lfmaH 'hand' {thing of five} were **q<al>fmaH. Going one step back, in my 
reconstructional method, when I enter any etymology in my database, I look to 
see if it can plausibly contain Ai"\JY evidence for a foot. Thus, a form like *balay 
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might be **bla-ay, **ha-lay, or **b<al>ay. When I called up potentials like *bal, 
*lay, and *bay, I opted for the latter when I saw the kernel of {togetherness} in 
reconstructions like *a+bay (actually two *a+bay and *a+bay), PCP *ag+bay 
'go together with hands around the shoulders', the synchronic forms from 
Aklanon cited above, and Tag sabay 'together, in unison, simultaneous,' etc. 

8. Importance of Semantic Innovations 

Comparativists have traditionally drawn upon phonological innovations 
in the establishment of subgroups. More recently, in conjunction with 
lexicostatistical or functor results, they have used proposed lexical innovations 
(e.g. Zorc (1976) vis-a-vis Pallesen (1978) in the establishment of Bisayan, or 
McFarland (1974) for BikoD. However, a genuine but limited semantic shift can 
also offer qualitative evidence. If we can posit with reasonable certitude an early 
etymon (including its meaning), then a shift in meaning may have been the result 
of a particular subgroup's playing with that word, yielding to a taboo, or the like. 
Two such shifts have been discussed in Zorc (1974) and Blust (1991): 

PAN *danmn <water;' PHN *tUbiR 'deep water' > GCP *Whig 'water' 
(generic) 

PAN *daRaq 'blood;' PMP *ZuRuq 'sap, fluid' > PSP *duRuq 
'blood' 

There has been a semantic shift limited to a number of Southern 
Philippine languages of the following: PAN *Rumaq 'house' > SPh 'sheath, 
scabbard' > Sin gume7-an, Soc guma7-an, Bkd, K-C, WBM guma7, (Klg 
luma7, Sar loma < Bilic), Tir ruma7, BilK lumo7, BilS luma7, Tbl lumak, Snl 
r6ma, San homa; note also Mar goma7-an 'weapon' {that which is sheated}. 
It is found as far as north as Bot, Sbl gUma7, the reflexes of which I take to 
indicate a loan from early contact with Tagalog (fag has since replaced it with 
kabiban, a Southern Luzon innovation found in Kpm, Png, and Bol). The 
disappearance of the well-attested etymon *Rumaq in the vast majority of 
Philippine languages as well as the almost universal appearance of *balay in the 
meaning 'house' to be held in memory long enough for its meaning to switch. 
What appears to be important about this semantic innovation is the fact that the 
Bilic and Sangiric languages as well as some of the southernmost members of 
GCP have this word in its regular reflexes. Unless we are dealing with a loan 
translation (e.g., Tag bago 'before' <Mal baru) on the part ofBilic, perhaps the 
Bilic subgroup is not as distant from Philippine languages as some have 
proposed. I still consider them to be part of Proto Southern Philippine, the 
next node up from GCP. 
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9. Postscript 

Many years ago, Brother Andrew Gonzalez of De La Salle University 
and the Linguistics Society of the Philippines asked me to consider writing a 
textbook on Austronesian Historical Linguistics that would make the field 
accessible to Filipino students. While I have not been in a position 
(academically, financially, and temporarily) to do this, I have strived in my 
papers for the ICAL series and other all too rare opportunities to present 
"chapters" of such a text. Thus, Zorc (1984/1985) via a review of Blust's AE1 
presents an overview of the basic premises and methodology of the comparative 
method. Zorc (1990) was a review of the status of research on the monosyllabic 
root, with some suggestions that there may be suffixes operative so that search 
need not be limited to the final CVC. Zorc (1994) was a comprehensive 
application of the Worte und Sache technique, which was perhaps too ambitious 
in its uncritical acceptance of just about every AN reconstruction made. And 
Zorc (1997) (at the 7ICAL in 1994) presented a schema for evaluation of 
evidence and errors in Austronesian reconstruction. 

This paper represents a continuation of that "series" and looks broadly 
at the assignment of semantic glosses to etymologies. Alas, in "practicing what I 
preach," I have been overtaken by time. The process of presenting a full 
citation (rather than an abbreviated gloss) from each dictionary entry is 
enormously time-consuming, but as indicated above, very rewarding. 
Nevertheless, I hope to have given a glimpse into my methodology, as it has 
evolved (thanks to the guidance of colleagues such as Blust and Wolff,) and 
hopefully some insights into this fascinating area of reconstruction. 

ABBREVIATIONS USED AND LANGUAGES CITED 

a loan or maverick reconstruction Bey Blust (1988) 
a reconstruction Bik Bikol (N aga-Legaspi) 
form not known to occur BilK Koronadal Bilaan 
an infix BilS Sarangani Bilaan 
morpheme break Bkd Binukid Manobo 
suspect morpheme break ('benign slash") Blw Balangaw 
monosyllabic root Bol Bolinaw Samba! 
or a level lower than that posited Bon Bontok (Guinaang) 
Blust (m progi=s) Bot Botolan Sambal 
Address [kinship term} Bs Bisayan subgroup 
Blust (1980) Btk Batak (of Palawan) 
Blust (1983/ 84) Bun Bunun 
Blust (1986) CDF Zorc (1979-85) 
Blust (1989) Ceb Cebuano (Bs) 
Aklanon Chm Chamorro 
Amis Dbl doublet 
Austronesian Dbw Dibabawon Manobo 
AtaManobo DS Zorc data system (ms) 
Atay al Dsj disjunct , 
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Fj F~ian Pai Paiwan 

GCP Greater-Central-Philippines (Blust 1991) PAN Proto-Austronesian 

Hm Hanunoo (S. Mangyan) PANN Wolff (1993) 

Hil Hiligaynon (Bs) Paz Pazeh 
HLC Dyen (1990) PCP Proto Central Philippine 
Hov Malagasy (data from VL3) PFL ZoIC (1971) 
£ban Than (Sea Dayak) PHF Proto Hesperonesian and Formosan 

g Ibanag PHN Proto-Hesperonesian (West Austronesian) 
lig Ifugaw PIN Proto-Indonesian (followed by first letter of 
Ilk Ilokano Demp's abr. T(oba), M(alay),J(av), N(gadju), 
Ilt llongot H(ova) 
..sg Isneg PMJ Proto Malayo-Javanic (Nothofer) 
il.b ltbayaten PML Proto Malayic (usually Adelaar) 
rrg ltneg PMP Proto-Malayo-Polynesian 
In lvatan Png Pangasinan 

~ Javanese PPH Proto-Philippine 
K-C Kalamansig Cotobatn Manobo PSP Proto-Southern-Philippine 
K.Jl Kalamian(en) Puy Puyuma 
Kan Kanakanabu Rd Reid (1971) 
E(av Kavalan Ref Reference [kinship term] 
KB Karo Batak Ruk Rukai 
Kdz K.adazan RukTn Tona dial=t of Rukai 
Kd Kelabit S-L Samar-Leyte (Bs) 
Kia Kalinga (Guinaang) Sai Saisiyat (f aai") 
Klg K.alagan SaiT Saisiyat (fungho) 
Knk K.ankanay Sam Samoan 
Knill nortern K.ankanay San Sangir 
KnkS Southern K.ankanay Sar Sarangani Manobo 

~ Kapampangan Sbl Sambal 
Kny Kuyonon (Bs) Sed Sediq 
~ Dyen (1953a) Sin Sindingan Subanon 
Luba Luba Snl Sangi.I 
lW Malay Soc Siocon Subanon] 
Yan Manobo Sp Spanish loanword 
Yar Maranao SPh southern Philippine 
YcF McFarland (1977) Sub Subanon 
llex Mexican Spanish Syn Synonym 

~ Manggarai Tag Tagalog 
iYkb Minangkabau (Malay) TAG Fendl (1969) 
Ylg Malagasy TB Toba Batak 

Malaweg Tbl Tagabili/Tboli 
~Jok Mo ken Thao Thao 
Msk Mans aka Tig Tigwa Manobo 
--go Ngaju Dayak Tir Tiruray 
Ngg Nggela Tonga Tongan 

rg northern Tagbanwa (Kalamianic) Tsg Tausug 
av Old Javanese (Kawi) Tso Tsou 

Blust (1972a) VL3 Dempwolff (1938) 
Blust (1972b) VRR Blust (1981) 
Blust (1973) WBM Western Bukidnon Manobo 
Blust (1970) Ymd Yamdena 
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